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This paper presents experimental work to investigate the strength and cracking characteristics of optimised 
self-consolidating and vibrated rubberised concrete mixtures with/without steel fibres (SFs) using large-scale 
reinforced concrete beams. The test beams · were cast with varying percentages of crumb rubber (CR) 
(0 to 35%), SF volume fractions (0, 0·35 and 1%) and SF lengths (35 and 60 rnm). The performance of some 
design codes and published empirical equations was evaluated in predicting the shear capacity and· first 
cracking moment of the tested beams. The results showed that the inclusion of SFs could alleviate .the 
reduction in the shear capacity and first cracking moment that resulted from the addition of CR. In addition, 
combining CR and SFs contributed to developing sustainable concrete beams with high deformability, reduced 
self-weight and improved shear capacity. The composite effect of CR and SFs also helped to narrow the 
developed cracks and change . the failure mode from brittle shear failure into ductile flexural failure, 
particularly for the SF volume of 1% (35 mm length). Comparisons of the predicted and experimental results 
indicate that most of the proposed equations can satisfactorily estimate the shear strength, but overestimate 
the first cracking moment. 

Notation 
b width of beam (mm) 
d effective depth of beam (mm) 
fck characteristic compressive cylinder strength of 

concrete at 28 d 
fctm mean value of axial tensile strength 

of concrete 
1: 28 d compressive strength 
J:f characteristic flexural tensile strength of concrete 
h height of cross-section of beam 
lg second moment of area of gross section 
lu second moment of area of uncracked 

transformed section 
M~P experimental first cracking moment 
M"&:red predicted first cracking moment 
Vexp experimental shear capacity 
Vprcd predicted shear capacity 
Vu ultimate shear load 
Vnz normalised shear strength ( Vnzl 

Xu distance from neutral axis of the section to the 
extreme top fibre 

Yt 

z 

distance from the centro ida! axis of the gross section 
to the extreme tension fibre 
section modulus ( = 1/y) 

Introduction 
Reutilisation of scrap rubber in concrete is being increasingly 
adopted as a possible safe technique to exploit huge volumes 
of this problematic waste material and produce a new type· of 
sustainable concrete. In the last two decades, extensive research 
has been conducted to evaluate the impact of using rubber 
on the properties of concrete. From the data available in the 
literature, adding rubber to small-scale samples (i.e. cubes, 
cylinders and prisms) appeared to boost their impact resist
ance, damping properties, energy dissipation and ductility, arid 
also reduced the self-weight of the· concrete (lsniail and 
Hassan, 2016a; Najim and Hall, 2012; Zheng et a/., 2008). 
However, all the studies confirmed that the compressive and 
tensile strengths of these concrete composites were negatively 
affected by the inclusion of rubber. This was related to (a) the 
poor strength of the rubber-mortar interface and (b) the 
significant difference between the modulus of elasticity 
of rubber particles and that of cement mortar (Najim and 
Hall, 2010). 

Some studies involved the use of rubber in large-scale struc
tural members. For example, Ganesan et al. (2013) investigated 
the influence of shredded rubber on the performance of self
consolidating rubberised concrete (SCRC) beam-<:<>lumn joints 
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under monotonic and cyclic loading. They reported that the 
inclusion of rubber increased the energy absorption capacity, 
crack resistance and ductility of the concrete. Youssf et al. 
(2015) observed similar effects when rubber was added; the 
hysteretic damping ratio and energy dissipation of concrete 
columns subjected to cyclic loading were found to be improved 
when crumb rubber (CR) was added, but the ultimate lateral 
load slightly decreased. Other researchers (Ismail and Hassan, 
2015a; Najim and Hall, 2014) have reported that reinforced 
beams made with SCRC and vibrated rubberised concrete 
(VRC) showed lower flexural capacity and stiffness compared 
with beams made without rubber, while the deformation 
capacity and energy absorption increased with an increase in 
rubber content. Sadek and El-Attar (2014) reported that the 
inclusion of rubber in masonry walls increased their toughness, 
deformation capacity and capability to withstand post-failure 
loads. None of the studies conducted have reported on the 
shear behaviour of rubberised concrete, although cracking 
behaviour and the cracking mechanism, which affect the shear 
behaviour of concrete (Taylor, 1974), may be influenced by the 
addition of CR. 

Reinforcing rubberised concrete with steel fibres (SFs) can 
effectively contribute to the development of composites 
with higher tensile strength, toughness and impact strength 
(Abadel et al., 2015; Altun and Aktas, 2013; Ismail and 
Hassan, 2016a; Khaloo et al., 2014; Olivito and Zuccarello, 
2010). SFs also play a significant role in transferring stress 
along cracked sections, which in turn provides a residual 
strength to concrete, and hence increases the shear capacity of 
concrete beams, as reported by other researchers (Ding et al., 
2011, 2012; Tahenni et al., 2016). In addition, the fibres' 
bridging mechanism can help to restrain the development of 
cracks and limit crack openings (Ganesan et al., 2014; Lee 
et al., 2016). 

The beneficial effects that come from using SFs in rubberised 
concrete can be maximised when self-consolidating concrete 
(SCC) is used. Coupling rubber and SFs in SCC can offer a 
novel type of sustainable concrete that enjoys the desirable 
properties of sec in the fresh state and also has higher duct
ility, touglmess, impact resistance and reduced self-weight in 
the hardened state. However, optimising the fresh properties of 
SCC incorporating rubber and SFs is a big challenge. As 
shown in past studies, the addition of rubber has negative 
effects on the flowability, passing ability and stability of sec 
mixtures (Giineyisi, 2010; Ismail and Hassan, 2015b; To~u 
and Bilir, 2009). Similarly, SCC with the addition of SFs 
appears to suffer from high interference between the SFs and 
coarse aggregates, which leads to a significant decrease in the 
flowability and passing ability of mixtures (Ding et at:, 2008; 
Iqbal et al., 2015). 

The universal design codes provide several models to estimate 
the shear strength of concrete. Some of these models were 
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proposed based purely on empirical procedures, such as ACI 
318 (ACI, 2008) and Eurocode 2 (EC2) (BSI, 2005), while 
other models were derived from fundamentals presented in the 
modified compression field theory, such as the Aashto LRFD 
code (Aashto, 2007). With much easier assumptions, the shear 
design model of CSA A23.3 (CSA, 2004) was developed based 
on simplified modified compression field theory .. However, 
these code models do not include the effect of SFs, which has 
encouraged many investigators to adapt the code equations or 
propose new empirical models in attempts to estimate the con
tribution of SFs to the shear capacity of reinforCed concrete 
beams. For example, Ashour et a/. (1992) and Khuntia et a/. 
(1999) adjusted the ACI 318 equation (ACI, 2008) to account 
for the contribution of SFs and incorporated new terms such 
as the SF fraction volume, aspect ratio and geometry. On the 
other hand, other researchers have developed shear models 
based on their own experiments and results available in the lit
erature. Sharma (1986) proposed a simple model derived from 
experiments conducted in his investigation and data obtained 
from Baston eta/. (1972). Although this model was validated 
by a significant number of studies, it lacks some factors 
that are known to greatly affect the shear strength, such as 
fibre volume, fibre aspect ratio and flexural reinforcement 
ratio. These factors, in addition to others such as the effect of 
the fibres' bond stresses, were covered in a model proposed 
by Narayanan and Darwish (1987). Imam et al. (1994) 
modified the equation proposed by Bazant and Sun (1987), 
which was suggested to predict the shear strength of con
ventional concrete beams in order to consider the contribution 
of fibres. The modified model appeared to be different 
from most of the other available models in that the effect 
of maximum aggregate size on the shear strength of concrete 
beams was considered. An equation proposed by Zsutty 
(1971) was adapted by Kwak et a/. (2002) to account for the 
effect· of tensile strength on arching action, with a new term 
added to consider the effect of fibres on the shear strength of . 
beams. 

Despite active research aiming to evaluate the performance of 
rubberised concrete with/without SFs, no study has covered 
the effect of CR with/without SFs on the shear behaviour of 
large-scale beams, especially when SCC is used. In addition, 
evaluating the capability of the proposed equations to predict 
the performance of rubberised concrete beams with/without 
SFs in terms of shear capacity and first cracking moment is 
lacking, because this type of concrete is a novel material. The 
study reported here was thus carried out to highlight the effect 
of CR with/without SFs on the shear behaviour and cracking 
characteristics of large-scale reinforced concrete beams with no 
stirrups. The performance of some code design equations and 
different proposed models on the shear behaviour and cracking 
moment was also evaluated. The tested beams were fabricated 
with varying percentages of CR (0 to 35%), different SF 
volume fractions (0, 0·35 and 1%) and different SF lengths 
(35 and 60 mm). 
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Research significance 
Developing structural concrete with low-density waste rubber 
aggregate and reinforced with SFs can contribute to the devel
opment of sustainable concrete with a high-impact resistance 
and deformability and reduced self-weight. This research was 
conducted to evaluate the influence of CR with/without SFs 
on the shear capacity and cracking characteristics of reinforced 
concrete beams made with SCC and VRC. The research also 
compared the experimental results with the performance of 
the code design equations commonly used to predict the shear 
strength and cracking moment of concrete beams. A review of 
the literature indicated that no study has covered the shear 
behaviour and cracking characteristics of large-scale rubberised 
concrete beams with/without SFs, especially when made 
with SCC. This investigation is therefore intended to help 
further the understanding of the shear behaviour and cracking 
characteristics of SCRC, VRC, steel-fibre-reinforced SCRC 
(SFSCRC) and steel-fibre-reinforced VRC (SFVRC) in order 
to extend the possible applications of CR in the construction 
industry. 

Experimental programme 

Material properties 
Type GU Canadian Portland cement, similar to type 1 ASTM 
C150 cement (ASTM, 2012b), metakaolin (MK) conforming 
to ASTM C618 class N (ASTM, 2012a) and fly ash similar to 
ASTM C618 type F (ASTM, 2012a) were used as binders for 
all the developed mixtures. Natural crushed stone of 10 mm 
maximum size and natural sand were used for the coarse and 
fine aggregates, respectively, with a specific gravity of 2·6 and 
water absorption of 1%. In this study, the fine aggregate was 
partially replaced by CR aggregate, which had a maximum 
size of4·75 mm, a specific gravity of 0·95 and negligible water 
absorption. Two types of SFs with hooked ends (Dramix 3D) 
were used: the first. type were 35 mm long and 0·55 mm in 
diameter with an aspect ratio of 65; the second type were 
60 mm long and 0·9 mm in diameter, again with an aspect ratio 
of 65. Each typC of SF had a tensile strength of 1050 MPa, 
Young's modulus of 210 GPa and density of 7·85 kglm3• A 
polycarboxylate-based high-range water-reducing admixture 
(HRWRA) similar to ASTM C494 type F (ASTM, 2013), 
with a specific gravity of 1·2, volatile weight of 62% and pH of 
9·5, was used to achieve the required workability of the test 
mixtures. The steel bars used in the constructed beams had 
an average yield stress of 417 MPa. 

Concrete mixtures 
In total, 12 concrete mixtures were developed to cast 12 
reinforced concrete beams. These mixtures were derived from 
a comprehensive investigation conducted by the authors on 
optimising the fresh and mechanical properties of SCRC, 
VRC, SFSCRC and SFVRC mixtures. The results of this study 
indicated that a total binder content of at least 550 kglm3 with 
a minimum water/binder (wlb) ratio of 0·4 should be used to 
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obtain acceptable slump flow and no visual sign of segregation. 
Replacement of cement by 30"/o fly ash and 20"/o MK was 
found to be an optimum choice for adjusting the mixtures' 
viscosity, in which a good particle suspension was achieved 
with reasonable flowability. In addition, 20"/o MK contributed 
to the development of mixtures with enhanced mechanical 
properties, suitable for structural applications (ISmail and 
Hassan, 2016b). The coarse to fine aggregate ratio was kept 
constant at 0·7 for all the tested mixtures. 

The chosen mixtures were used in two stages of work and 
details of all the mixtures are given in Table 1. 

The first stage included (a) four SCRC mixtures with CR per
centage varying from 0 to 25% (mixtures 1-4), developed to 
evaluate the effect of CR on the shear behaviour and cracking 
of SCRC beams, and (b) two SFSCRC mixtures with 0·35% 
SFs (35 mm) having 5% and 15% CR (mixtures 5 and 6), 
developed to investigate the effect of combining CR and SFs 
on the shear behaviour and cracking of SCRC beams. 
Mixtures 1-6 were developed with the maximum percentage of 
CR (with/without SFs) that could be used in SCC mixtures to 
successfully fulfil the self-compactability criteria, as per the 
European guidelines for self-compacting concrete (Efnarc, 
2005). Further increasing the percentage of CR and/or SFs in 
these mixtures (1-6) led to a significant reduction ih the 
passing ability below the acceptable limits (H2/H1 of L-box 
;::0·75) (Efnarc, 2005). Similarly, in this stage, fibres longer 
than 35 mm could not be used because high blockage occurred 
in the· L-box, which made it difficult for mixtures to pass 
through the rebars. 

For these· reasons, stage 2 was constructed to evaluate the 
effect of using higher percentages of CR (with/without SFs) 
and longer fibres on the strength and cracking of the tested 
beam. Unlike SCC mixtures, vibrated concrete does not 
require high flowability and passing ability. Therefore, it was 
possible to combine a maximum of 35% CR and 1% SF in the 
VRC mixtures in stage 2. Different SF lengths (35 and 60 mm) 
could also be tested in this stage. The second. stage thus 
included (a) two VRC mixtures with 25% and 35% CR (mix
tures 7 and 8), (b) two SFVRC mixtures with 35% CR having 
0·35o/~ and 1% SFs (35 mm len~h) and (c) two SFVRC mix
tures with 35% CR having 0·35% and 1% SFs (60 mm length). 
The maximum percentage of CR (35%) in the second stage 
was chosen based on the 28 d compressive strength: a further 
increase in CR content resulted in a significant reduction in 
compressive strength. However, a VRC mixture with 25% CR 
was included in this study to investigate the influence of con
crete type (i.e. SCRC compared to VRC). 

The tested beams/mixtures were designated by concrete type 
(whether SCC or vibrated concrete (VC)), percentage of CR, 
and the volume and size of SFs used (see Table 1). For 
example, a beam/mixture using SCC, 15% CR and 0·35% 
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Table 1. Mixture designs for tested beams 

Note: All mixtures had a 0-4 w/b ratio and a 0· 7 coarse/fine aggregate ratio 
CA, coarse aggregate; FA, fine aggregate; SF, steel fibre; LSF, long steel fibre 

Table 2. Fresh and mechanical properties of tested mixtures 

SR, segregation resistance 

short SFs (35 mm length) is labelled as SCC-15CR-0·35SF 
and a beam/mixture using VC, 35% CR and 1% long SFs 
(60 mm length) is labelled as VC-35CR-ILSR 

The behaviour of the SCC/SCRC/SFSCRC mixtures in the 
fresh state was evaluated using slump flow, V-funnel, L-box 
and sieve Segregation tests according to Efnarc (2005). A 
slump test was used to assess the workability of VRC/SFVRC · 
according to ASTM CI43 (ASTM, 20I5). The percentage of 
air content in all the developed mixtures was measured in the 
fresh state according to ASTM C23I (ASTM, 20I4). Tests for 
28 d compressive strength and splitting tensile strength (STS) 
were conducted using I 00 mm diameter x 200 mm height 
concrete cylinders according to ASTM C39 (ASTM, 20IIa) 
and C496 (ASTM, 20 II b), respectively. The compressive 
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strength and STS tests were implemented after the sample 
had been exposed to a curing condition similar to that used 
for the test beams. The results of the fresh properties, 28 d 
compressive strength and STS of the tested mixtures are given 
in Table 2. 

Shear test setup, instrumentation and 
loading procedure 
All beams were cast without shear reinforcement and tested 
under a four-point symmetrical vertical loading condition until 
shear failure (Figure 1). A single load was applied through a 
hydraulic actuator (with a capacity of 500 kN) and then 
distributed into two-point loads acting on the top surface of 
the beam. The shear span-to-depth ratio was kept constant at 
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Figure 1. Typical test setup, dimensions and reinforcement of tested beams 

2·5 for all tested beams. The mid-span deflection of the tested 
beams was measured using a linear variable differential trans
former. The beams were loaded gradually, with a :constant 
loading rate up to the first cracking load and the failureload. 
After each stage of loading, the cracks were marked. and a 
crack detection microscope (60x magnification with 0·02 mm 
least count) was used to accurately measure their widths. 
The overall behaviour of the beams, including the ·cracking 
characteristics (patterns, widths; heights and angles) and 
failure modes, was observed and sketched for all beams (see 
Figure 2). The results obtained from the shear testing of the 
12 beams are presented in Table 3. 

Discussion of test results 

Experimental load-deflection curve 
Figure 3 shows the load-mid-span deflection curves of the 
tested beams. Figure 3(a) shows that the beams made with CR 
(B2, B3 and B4) appeared to behave similarly to the beam Bl 
without CR. In general, up to the first cracking load, all the 
tested beams showed elastic behaviour where the deflection 
was linearly proportional to the applied load. Beyond the first 
crack, the curves were almost linear but with a slightly lower 

slope as the beams' stiffness decreased due to the formation of 
macrocracks. With a further increase in applied load, the 
curves deviated from linearitY and a higher rate of deflection 
was exhibited until the occurrence of failure. From Figure 3(a), 
it can also be seen that increasing the percentage of CR from 
0 to .25% (Bl to B4) .appeared to ip.crease the deformability of 
the SCRC beams at a given load, which indicates a reduction 
in beam stiffness with increasing CR content. Similar behav
iour was observed in the VRC beams when the percentage of 
CR was increased from 25 to 35% (B7 to B8), as shown in 
Figure 3(b). Such a decrease in stiffness was due to replacing 
the conventional sand with flexible rubber particles, which 
in turn decreased the overall stiffness of the tested SCRC and 
VRC beams. Comparing the load-deflection curve of the 
SCRC beam (B4) with its counterpart VRC beam (B7) in 
Figure 3(b) reveals that, up to almost 70% of the failure load, 
both beams showed comparable behaviour but beyond this 
load level the SCRC beam (B4) experienced slightly higher 
deformation than the VRC beam (B7). 

Assessing the effect of including 0·35% SFs, Figures 3(c) and 
3(d) show that the SFSCRC (B5 and B6) and SFVRC (B9) 
beams with 0·35% SFs presented a slightly increased stiffness 
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Figure 2. Crack patterns of tested beams at failure (crack widths in mm) 

Table 3. Results of beam shear tests 

and maximum deflection at ultimate load compared with their 
counterpart beams without SFs (B2 and B3, and B8, respect
ively). However, adding a higher volume of fibres (1%) 

increased the beams' stiffness and allowed the beams to sustain 
higher ultimate load accompanied with larger corresponding 
deflections (BlO and B12 compared with B8). This indicates a 
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Figure 3. Experimental load-mid-span deflection responses 

less brittle behaviour and an obvious improvement in the 
energy absorption of the tested beams (the area under the 
load-mid-span deflection curve up to failure load). 

Cracking behaviour 

Effect of CR 
As shown in Figure 2 and Table 3, all the SCC/SCRC beams 
(Bl-B4) exhibited a brittle shear failure mode that occurred 
upon the formation of a major shear diagonal crack starting at 
the middle height of ihe beam near one of the supporting 
points and extending towards the loading zone (compression 
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zone). The failure pattern of beams B2~B4 was characterised 
by a relatively higher number of cracks and a smaller 
maximum crack width compared to the beam with no CR 
(Bl). For example, increasing the percentage of CR from 0 to 
25% raised the number of cracks at failure from 9 to 11, while 
the maximum diagonal crack width decreased from 8 mm to 
5 mm. Such observations may be related to the fact that the 
increased deformability of the beams due to inclusion of CR 
encourages the development of higher levels of cracking 
in terms of the number of cracks and crack widths. Since the 
tensile strength of concrete is negatively affected by the 
inclusion of CR, a larger number of cracks is most likely to 
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develop instead of continuous widening of one localised crack, 
thus lowering the overall crack widths. Comparing the SCRC 
and VRC beams (B4 and B7, respectively), it can be seen that 
the SCRC beam showed larger crack widths and a higher 
number of cracks at the failure stage, as shown in Table 3 and 
Figure 2. This finding may be attributed to the higher ultimate 
deflection exhibited by the SCRC beam compared with its 
VRC beam counterpart, as illustrated earlier. 

Effect of combining SFs with CR 

Figure 2 and Table 3 show that the inclusion of 0·35% SFs 
(35 or 60 mm) did not change the failure mode of the beams: 
both SFSCRC beams (B5 and B6) and SFVRC beams 
(B9 and Bll) failed in a shear mode, similar to their SCRC 
and VRC counterpart beams without SFs (B2 and B3 and B8, 
respectively). However, the SFs played a significant role in 
stitching the cracks and developing bridging mechanisms 
along the crack faces, which in tum limited the crack openings 
and delayed their propagation. For example, in the SFSCRC 
beams with 0·35% SFs and 5% and 15% CR (B5 and B6, 
respectively) the maximum diagonal crack width at failure 
appeared to decrease by 57·1% and 49·1%, respectively, com
pared with beams with no SFs (B2 and B3). A similar effect 
for SFs was confirmed in the SFVRC beams (B9 or Bll com
pared with B8). Increasing the volume of fibres to 1% further 
limited the diagonal cracks, in addition to changing the beam 
failure mode from brittle shear failure to flexural and flexural
secondary shear mode, as shown in BlO and Bl2, respectively, 
compared with B8. 

Shear strength 
Since the beam mixtures had different 28 d compressive 
strengths (as shown in Table 2) due to the inclusion of CR 
with/without SFs, the ultimate shear load (Vu) was normalised 
to account for the effect of different compressive strengths. 
Knowing that the shear strength is proportional to the square 
root of the compressive strength of the concrete {j;), the 
normalised shear strength (vnz) was calculated using 

1. Vu 
v = ---

nz bd :.,(1[, 

Effect .of CR 

The normalised shear strengths of all the tested beams are 
shown in Table 3: the normalised shear strengths of the SCC 
beams decreased as the percentage of CR increased. Increasing 
the percentage of CR from 0 to 25% (Bl-B4) reduced the 
normalised shear strength up to 9·1%. Similarly, in the VRC 
beams (B7 and B8) the normalised shear strength appeared to 
decline with increases in the percentage of CR. This behaviour 
may highlight the contribution of CR to decaying the tensile 
strength of concrete within the region of shear, which in tum 
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allowed diagonal cracks to develop in the beam at relatively 
lower loads, eventually causing failure. However, the inclusion 
of CR beneficially contributed to producing semi-lightweight 
concrete (CSA, 2004); for example, varying the percentage of 
CR from 15 to 35% achieved mixtures with a density ranging 
from 2128 to 2014 kglm3• By comparing the performances of 
VRC and SCRC (B7 compared with B4), the results show that 
both VRC and SCRC beams had a comparable normalised 
shear strength. 

Effect of combining SFs with CR 

Table 3 shows that including SFs increased the normalised 
shear strength. For instance, adding 0·35% SFs to SCRC mix
tures improved the normalised shear strength by an average of 
23%, as shown by comparing B5 and B6 with B2 and B3, 
respectively. The reasons for such an increase could be related 
to (a) the contribution of fibres to restricting the widening and 
propagation of diagonal cracks, thus increasing the aggregate 
interlock and preserving a bigger uncracked compression zone, 
and increasing the shear capacity of the beams (Ding et al., 
20ll) and (b) fibres perpendicular to the diagonal cracks may 
act as aggregate particles with a very elongated shape (Tahenni 
et al., 2016), which can develop a special type of aggregate
mortar interlock, thus improving the shear transfer capacity. 
The beneficial impact of SFs on enhancing the normalised 
shear strength of beams was also confirmed in the · VRC 
beams. The ·effect of SFs appeared to be more pronounced in 
beams with high percentages of CR (B9) than those with low 
CR content (B5 and B6). Adding 0·35% SFs to beams with 
35% CR raised the normalised shear strength by 57·5% (B9 
compared with B8), and this was more than twice the improve
ment observed in B5 and B6 with 5% CR and 15% CR, 
respectively. This may be attributed to the fact that at a higher 
CR content (35%) the rubber-concrete composite became 
weaker and more susceptible to the fibres' mechanism in 
arresting crack growth and improving the aggregate interlock, 
which then greatly increased the shear capacity of the beams. 
A similar effect was observed in the STS results: at low CR 
contents (5% and 15%), adding 0·35% SFs (35 mm) increased 
the tensile strength by 15·6--17·2%, while with higher CR 
content (35%) this increase reached 29·1% (Table 2). 
Increasing the volume of SFs to 1% led to further improve
ment in the normalised shear strength, reaching up to 242% as 
much as beams with no SFs (B8). The results also indicate that 
adding 60 mm long SFs increased the normalised shear 
strength of beams, but this increase was less than that observed 
with use of the 35 mm SFs. Using 0·35% and 1% of 60 mm 
SFs (Bll and Bl2, respectively) resulted in increases in the 
normalised shear strength of 42% and 230%, compared with 
57·5% and 242% increases in beams with 35 nmi SFs (B9 and 
BlO, respectively). These results may be attributed to the fact 
that, for a given volume of fibres, the number of single fibres 
increases as the diameter and/or length of fibres decrease, 
which may raise the probability of single fibres being oriented 
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perpendicularly to the diagonal cracks. This could lead to 
greater bridging/stitching actions along cracks, which boosts 
the contribution of fibres to the shear capacity of beams. It is 
worth noting that combining 15% CR and 0·35% SFs (35 mm) 
in B6 resulted in a normalised shear strength 12·4% higher 
than that of the control beam, while a combination of 35% 
CR and 1% SFs (VRC beams B10 or B12) helped to produce 
semi-lightweight concrete beams with a normalised shear 
strength almost twice the value obtained in the beam with no 
CR (B1). 

Theoretical predictions of shear strength 

SCRC and VRC beams 

Four design codes that have gained great approbation world
wide- namely ACI 318 (ACI, 2008), EC2 (BSI, 2005), Aashto 
LRFD (Aashto, 2007) and CSA A23.3 (CSA, 2004) - were 
used to predict the ultimate shear capacity of the tested sec, 
SCRC and VRC beams. It should be noted that since these 
code models do not include the effect of SFs in their calcu
lations, only beams without SFs were compared with the 
pre9ictions from these codes. Details of the equations used are 
shown in Table 4. 

Figure 4(a) shows the ratio of experimental to predicted shear 
capacity Wexp/Vpred) for each tested beam. The fignre shows 
that all the code equations highly underestimated the shear 
strength of SCC, SCRC and VRC beams. Looking closely at 
the four models, it can be seen that EC2 (BSI, 2005) had the 
lowest Vexp/Vpred ratio (i.e. the most accurate predictions). 
These ratios ranged from HO to 1·39 with a mean and stan
dard deviation (SD) of 1·25 and 0·10, respectively. CSA A23.3 
(CSA, 2004) exhibited lower Vexp/Vpred ratios for B1 and B2 
compared with those obtained by the ACI 318 (ACI, 2008) 
and Aashto LRFD (Aashto, 2007) methods, while the CSA 
code appeared to be more conservative than ACI 318 and 
Aashto LRFD for B3 and B4, and B7 and B8. This is attribu
ted to the fact that the predictions of CSA A23.3 for B3, B4, 
B7 and B8 were subjected to a reduction by a factor of A = 0·85 
as the density of concrete used in those beams fell within the 
range 1850-2150 kg/m3 (which is classified as a semi-light
weight concrete in CSA A23.3 (CSA, 2004)). Unlike the CSA 
code, for the case of replacing the total volume of fine aggre
gate by lightweight sand, ACI 318 (ACI, 2008) and Aashto 
LRFD (Aashto, 2007) recommend that the reduction factor of 
A= O·S5) be applied. Since the rubber partially replaced the 
fine aggregate, the reduction factor A was linearly interpolated 
between 0·85 and 1. The results also indicated that increasing 
the CR content appeared to decrease the Vexp/Vpred ratios for 
all the design codes. This is due to the fact that the equations 
do not take the impact of CR into account, which may indi
cate a need for further investigations to highlight the rubber
concrete composite's contribution to the shear strength 
of beams.· 
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SFSCRC and SFVRC beams 

The ultimate shear strengths of SFSCRC and SFVRC beams 
obtained from the conducted experiments were compared with 
those predicted by six of the existing models available in the 
literature; these models include the effect of SFs in their calcu
lations. Details of the equations used are shown in Table 4. 

The Vexp/Vpred ratio for each beam is shown in Figure 4(b). 
The model developed by Khuntia et al. (1999) appears to be 
the most conservative model of those used here, showing 
VexJV pred ratios ranging from 1·58 to 1·98. The models devel
oped by Narayanan and Darwish (1987), Imam et al. (1994), 
and Kwak et al. (2002) provided better predictions, with 
Vexp/Vpred in the range 1·23-1·57, Hl-1·30 and 0·95-1·33, 
respectively. The closest predictions were from the model pro
posed by Ashour et al. (1992), with Vexp/Vpred in the range 
0·96-1·20. Despite the simplicity of the model proposed by 
Sharma (1986), which does not consider the fibre volume, fibre 
aspect ratio and/or reinforcement ratio, the model was able 
to conservatively predict the shear strength of beams with 
V exJ V pred in the range H 8-1· 59. Examining the predicted 
values of each model, it can be clearly seen that increasing the 
percentage of CR resulted in a reduction in V""plVpml ratio. 
Further research is thus required to include the effect of CR in 
these equations in order to safely predict the contribution of 
CR to the shear strength of fibre-concrete composites. 

Cracking moment 

Table 3 lists the cracking moments (M:P) associated with the 
first flexural crack. It should be noted that the frrst flexural 
crack load was visually observed and then compared/verified 
with values associated with the change in slope of the load
deflection obtained from the test. The observed cracking 
moment was also compared with predicted values (~), cal
culated based on various codes as follows. 

According to ACI 318 (ACI, 2008) 

2. 

where fr = 0·62A,flt for normal-weight concrete (,1. is taken as 
equal to 1 for normal-density concrete and 0·85 for lightweight 
sand), Yt is the distance from the centroidal axis of the gross 
section to the extreme tensjon fibre and · /8 is the second 
moment of area of the gross section (the steel bars are not 
considered). 

As per CSA A23.3 (CSA, 2004) 

3. 
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Table 4. Theoretical models of the shear strength for beams with/without SFs and with no stirrups 
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Figure 4. Ratio of experimental shear strength to shear strength predicted by (a) code design equations and (b) researchers' models 

where fr = 0-6)./1{, for normal-weight concrete (). is talceti as 
equal to 1 for normal-density concrete and 0·85 for semi-low
density concrete (density in the range 1850-2150 kg/m3). 

According to AS 3600 (SA, 1988) 

4. M~d=Zf'cr 

where f~r is the chamcteristic flexural tensile strength of the 
concrete (= 0·6/1{,) and Z (=fly) is the section modulus, 
which is calculated based on the uncmcked tmnsformed 
section, referring to the extreme fibre at which cmcking occurs. 

EC2 (BSI, 2005) gives 

5. 

where fctm is the mean value of aXial tensile strength of con
crete (;;0·3f.l;67, fck is the chamcteristic compressive cylinder 
strength of the concrete at 28 d), lu is the second moment of 
area of the uncmcked transformed section, Xu is the distance 
from the neutml axis of the section to the extreme top fibre 
and h is the height of the cross section of the beam. 

SCC, SCRC and VRC beams 
As.shown in Table 3, the first cmcking moment was negatively 
affected by the inclusion of CR. Varying the CR content from 
0 to 25% reduced Mg? by 40·4% (BI-B4). Such a reduction is 
attributed to the significant decay in the tensile strength of the 
concrete when the CR content increased, as shown in the STS 
test results (Table 2). A similar trend was observed in the 
SFSCRC and VRC beams (B5-B8), in which Mg;P decreased 
as the CR content increased. 
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Figure 5. Ratio of the experimental first cracking moment to that predicted by code design equations: (a) based on compressive 
strength; (b) based on STS · 

Figure 5 presents the experimental to predicted cracking 
moment ratio (M'(;PI ~) for each tested beam. The pre- · 
dieted cracking moments in this figure were calculated using 
the code equations based on either a tensile strength derived 
proportionally from the compressive strength (as proposed by 
each code design) or using the experimental STS. Figure 5(a) 
shows M'(;P I Mf:"d in which .MErredwas calculated based on 
compressive strength. For the beam with no CR (Bl), using 
the equations proposed by ACI 318, CSA A23.3, AS 3600 and 
EC2 (Equations 2-5) appeared to overestimate the cracking 
moment, showing M'(;P I~ ratios ranging from 0·75 to 
0·86. Similar observations were reported by other researchers 
(Fathifazl et al., 2009) when the ACI 318 equation was used to 
predict the cracking moment of conventional reinforced con
crete beams. Figure 5(a) also shows that the inclusion of CR 
seemed to heighten the error of the codes' predictions. For 
example, the VRC beam with 35% CR (B8) showed 
.M'(;P I Mf:"d in the range 0·52-0·73 (for all code equations). 
This finding highlights the influence of CR on reducing the 
tensile strength of concrete. 

Using the experimental STS in the code equations to calculate 
M~ (instead of that derived based on compressive strength) 
generally appeared to exhibit better predictions, as shown in 
Figure 5(b). For instance, the M'(;P I~ ratios of Bl ranged · 
from 0·93 to 1·05, while B8 (with 35% CR) exhibited 
M'(;P I ~ed ratios of 0·68-0·96. The CSA code showed the 
most conservative predictions, while EC2 and AS 3600 gave 
higher estimations compared to those of ACI 318 and the 
CSA model. 

SFSCRC and SFVRC beams 

It can be clearly seen from Table 3 that the moment corre
sponding to the first crack increased with the inclusion of SFs. 
The SFSCRC beams (B5 and B6) with 0·35% SFs (35 mm) 

· showed an increase in M'(;P (reaching an average of 13·6%) 
compared with the beams with no SFs (B2 and B3). Similar to 
the trend of STS and shear capacity results, adding the same 
amount of SFs to VRC beams with a higher percentage of CR 
(35%) resulted in a greater improvement in M'(;P, which 
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reached 17%, as shown by comparing B9 and B8. Increasing 
the volume of SFs (35 mm) to 1% (as in B10) raised the M;P 
up to 45·3% higher than the M;P of beams with no SFs (B8). 
These results are attributed to the fibres' mechanism in con
trolling the development of microcracks and delaying the for
mation of macrocracks (Ding et al., 2011; Ganesan et al., 
2013; Tahenni et al., 2016). Using longer SFs (60 mm) in Bll 
and Bl2 also increased the M;P, but with values 5·9% and 
7·2% less than the values exhibited by B9 and BIO with 
35 mm SFs, respectively. This may be related to the fact that, 
at a given fibre volume, using smaller SFs increases the 
number of fibres that may align in the tensile direction, which 
effectively helps to delay the formation of macrocracks, as 
explained earlier. 

Examining the predictions of the code equations based on 
compressive strength shown in Figure 5(a), it can be seen that 
the inclusion of SFs seemed to decrease the percentage of error 
in Mg:ro. For instance, adding 0·35% SFs (35 mm) to 
SFSCRC beams (B5 and B6) resulted in M;P I Mg:ro ranging 
from 0·78 to 0·97, and these values were higher than those 
shown by B2 and B3 (SFSCRC counterparts). Further 
increases in the amount of SFs led to more discrepancy 
between Mg:roand M;P. With 1% 35 mm SFs (BIO), the 
M;P 1 Mg:ro ratios ranged from 0·73 to 1·02. Such results are 
attributed to the fact that the code equations used do not· take 
into account the effect of fibres in the calculation of Mg:ro, but 
only consider the 28 d compressive strength, which was unaf
fected by the inclusion of SFs, resulting in a misleading predic
tion. Using 60 mm SFs showed a similar effect to the 35 mm 
SFs. In the second method of calculating the Mf:"d based on 
STS, it was found that using the STS values of SFSCRC or 
SFVRC in the code equations highly overestimated the crack
ing moment. It should be noted that, although the tensile 
strength associated with the first cracking load rriay have been 
improved by the inclusion of SFs (as shown by the improved 
M;P of B9-Bl2 compared with B8), it might not be reliable 
to use ultimate STS test results to predict the cracking 
moment. This is because, as observed in the STS tests, after 
the tested cylinders experienced first cracking, the fibres' brid
ging mechanism allowed the samples to sustain more loading 
until pullout of the fibres. Since it is not easy to detect· the 
contribution of fibres to increasing the tensile strength of the 
first crack in STS tests, it may be possible to use the STS of 
the counterpart SFSCRC and SFVRC mixtures with no SFs in 
order to predict the cracking moment. For example, as seen 
from Figure 5(b), using the STS values of B2 and B3 mixtures 
to calculate the Mg:ro of B5 and B6 showed acceptable esti
mations, in which the M;P I Mg:ro ratio ranged from 0·92 to 
1·23. Similar results were observed when the STS of mixture 
B8 was used to predict the ~ of the SFVRC beams 
(B9-Bl2). However, as explained earlier, similar to the results 
on SCRC and VRC, EC2 and AS 3600 exhibited lower 
M'(;P I M'gt".d ratios than those of ACI 318 and CSA A23.3. 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of 
this study. 

(a) Using lightweight crumb rubber (CR) aggregate with low 
stiffness contributed to increasing the deformability of 
the tested beams at a given load and also reduced their 
self-weight. However, increasing the percentage of CR 
(0 to 25%) in self-consolidating rubberised concrete 
(SCRC) beams decreased their normalised shear strength 
by 9·1 %. This reduction seemed to be higher for larger 
percentages of CR (more than 25%). 

(b) The addition of0·35% steel fibres (SFs) (35 mm length) 
to SCRC beams with up to 15% CR increased their 
normalised shear strength by 23% (on average), while 
this increase reached 57·5% in vibrated rubberised 
concrete (VRC) beams with a higher percentage of CR 
(35%). Increasing the volume ofSFs to 1% (in VRC 
beams with 35% CR) showed a 242% improvement in 
the normalised shear strength. Also, using longer SFs 
(60 mm) (in VRC beams with 35% CR) increased the 
normalised shear strength, but to less than that obtained 
by the short SFs (35 mm). 

(c) Beams with up to 35% CR showed a failure mode similar 
to the beam with no CR (shear failure), but which was 

· characterised by a larger number of cracks and narrower 
craek widths. The inclusion of0·35% SFs (35 or 60 mm) 
and up to 35% CR in steel-fibre-reinforced SCRC and 
VRC (SFSCRC and SFVRC) beams continued to reduce 
the crack widths but with no change in the failure mode. 
Increasing the SF volume to I% further narrowed the 
crack widths and changed the failure mode from shear 
to shear-flexure failure (in beams with 60 mm long 
fibres) or to flexure failure (in beams with 35 mm 
long fibres). 

(d) The investigated design codes(ACI 318 (ACI, 2008), 
EC2 (BSI, 2005), Aashto LRFD (Aashto, 2007) and 
CSA A23.3 (CSA, 2004)) were found to be conservative 
in predicting the ultimate shear strength of beams 
without SFs (SCC, SCRC and VRC). EC2 showed the 
most reasonable predictions for the shear strength 
compared with the other design codes. Comparing the 
CSA, ACI and Aashto-LRFD results, the CSA code 
gives a better prediction for normal-weight concrete. 
However, for semi-lightweight concrete, the values 
predicted by the Aashto-LRFD appeared to be closer 
to the values obtained in the experiments. 

(e) In the shear strength prediction of beams with SFs 
(SFSCRC and SFVRC), the equation developed by 
K.huntia et al. (1999) showed the highest Vexp/Vpred 
values of all the equations used. The accuracy of the 
estimation was improved using the models proposed by 
Sharma (1986), Narayanan and Darwish (1987) and 
Imam et al. (1994). On the other hand, although the 
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most reasonable prediction was shown by the equations 
of Ashour eta/. (1992) and Kwak eta/. (2002), these 
models slightly overestimated some strengths with a 
percentage of less than 5%, which may lead to 
unsatisfactory design. 

(f) Although most of the code equations and shear design 
models satisfactorily predicted the shear strength of 
beams containing CR with/without SFs, increasing the 
CR content negatively affected their conservatism. 
This finding may indicate that further investigations 
are required to take the influence of CR into account 
in the prediction of the shear capacity of beams 
with/without SFs. 

(g) Use of the ACI 318, CSA, AS 3600 (SA, 1988) and EC2 
equations (based on tensile strength derived from 
compressive strength) obviously overestimated the first 
cracking moment values compared with those obtained 
from experiments, even for the beam with no CR. 
Increasing the CR content appeared to further reduce the 
experimental first cracking moment compared with the 
predicted values in all the tested code-based equations. 
On the other hand, using the investigated code equations 
based on the experimental splitting tensile strength (STS) 
(instead of the value derived from compressive strength) 
generally gave better predictions, especially when the 
CSA and ACI 318 equations were used. Similarly, 
estimating the cracking moment of SFSCRC and 
SFVRC beams using the STS of their counterpart 
mixtures with no SFs provided more reliable and 
satisfactory predictions. 
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